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Background: This study investigated the differences in the risk of potentially avoidable hospitalization (PAH)
among eligible long-term care insurance (LTCI) beneficiaries with dementia for LTCI services in Korea. Nested
case-control study was conducted using the National Health Insurance Service–Senior claim database.
Methods: Cases of individuals who had a PAH incident diagnosis and controls were selected by incidence density
sampling and matched to cases based on age, sex, and difficulty of daily living among dementia patients. We conducted incidence density sampling three times by PAH type.
Results: Our main results were presented by conditional logistic regression analysis for the matched case–control
studies. Out of the 7,352 eligible LTCI beneficiary patients, there were 1,231 cases (16.7%) in overall PAH, 132 cases
(19.0%) in acute PAH and 1,114 cases (16.7%) in chronic PAH categories. In terms of individual risk of overall and
chronic PAH, the odds ratios of those who did not receive any services were 1.336 time higher (95% confidence interval [CI], 1.159–1.540) and 1.280 time higher (95% CI, 1.103–1.485) compared to those who received home care,
respectively. For risk of acute PAH, the odds ratios of those who did receive institutional care were 2.046 time higher
(95% CI, 1.170–3.578) compared to those who received home care.
Conclusion: This study identified the differences in risk of PAH incidents according to the type of LTCI service in
the elderly population in Korea. Therefore, it will require substantial effort and strategy from health policy makers
to improve care quality.
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ple of 558,147 individuals comprising approximately 10% of the popu-

INTRODUCTION

lation aged 60 years and older in 2002. In this study, we conducted in-

An increase in the elderly population in Korea suggests that it will soon
1)

cidence density sampling three times to identify each effect of LTCI

become a super-aged society which will result in an increase in the

services on the risk of specific PAH (e.g., overall, acute, and chronic

prevalence of mental diseases such as dementia, mostly on account of

PAH). All databases are linked anonymously according to the Korean

improvements in life expectancy.2) In Korea, until the introduction of

laws on privacy using unique encrypted patient codes. Approval from

long-term care insurance (LTCI), the majority of elderly assistance was

an ethics committee is not required to analyze encrypted claim data.12)

provided by informal caregivers (e.g., spouses). The Korean government recently introduced LTCI for people over the age of 65 or under

2. Preventable Avoidable Hospitalizations

the age of 65 with geriatric or other diseases (e.g., dementia, Parkin-

The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) developed a

son’s disease, stroke) in July 2008 to provide physical and social sup-

set of quality measures that required information found in routine

port for the elderly as well as to alleviate the financial burden imposed

hospital administrative data—diagnoses and procedures, along with

on caregivers. It covers two categories of service benefits: home care

the patient’s age, gender, source of admission, and discharge status

and institutional care.3) Home care refers to LTCI services provided at

data. The AHRQ developed a set of 14 primary care quality measures

the older adult’s home or in the community and include home visiting

called “prevention quality indicators” (PQIs), based on the assumption

care, home bathing, home nursing, day and night care, short-term re-

that the hospitalization for several chronic and acute conditions could

spite care, among others. Institutional care refers to LTCI services pro-

be prevented with timely and appropriate ambulatory care. These

vided in long-term care facilities, such as licensed nursing homes, re-

measures were first released in 2000, and have been validated in the

tirement homes and licensed residential care facilities,4) and include a

United States of America to effect a comparison of the national data.

set of long-term nursing care and rehabilitation services. If an individ-

To compute PQIs, we strictly followed the AHRQ Quality Indicators’

ual is eligible for LTCI benefits they can choose between institutional

definitions. Considering the fact that a number of previous studies

care and home care.

have already prompted preventable adverse events research by utiliz-

After choosing between either institutional or home care, service
providers play an important role in providing preventive services, con-

ing the AHRQ’s PQIs in Korea, comparing the performance should not
pose many difficulties in this study.13)

tinuity of care, and chronic disease management to LTCI beneficiaries.
However, complications or potentially avoidable hospitalizations

3. Study Population and Identification of Cases

(PAHs) with negative effects at the end-of-life5) may occur in the elderly

For the analysis, we included dementia patients diagnosed by doctors

6,7)

because of nutritional needs and exposure to infections,

particularly

who have been eligible for the LTCI program once since July 2008.

in those with dementia,8) who might require support with functions of

From the main cohort, we conducted a nested case-control analysis.

daily living and physical activities.9-11)

Cases for this study were identiﬁed as hospitalized individuals who

Although the introduction of LTCI provides physical and social sup-

had a PAH incident diagnosis based on the (AHRQ) indicators, after

port services and also reduces the health care burden for the elderly,

entry into the base cohort.14) PAH was defined as incident cases if the

the risk of PAH among LTCI beneficiaries with dementia in Korea were

individuals’ first records had a hospital admission based on the Inter-

unknown. Therefore, this study examines the differences in risk of PAH

national Classification of Disease 10th revision (ICD-10), including

among LTCI service beneficiaries with dementia.

acute PAH and chronic PAH.14) The event date for the cases was set as
the date of the ﬁrst case event. The cases were ascertained at any time

METHODS

during the study duration (July 1, 2008 to December 31, 2013).

1. Study Design and Data Source

4. Identification of Controls

We conducted a retrospective population-based nested case-control

In order to achieve unbiased estimates of relative risk, controls were

study using data from the National Health Insurance Service–Senior

selected by incidence density sampling from the study base, which in-

(NHIS-Senior) claim database from 2002 to 2013, which is released by

volved matching each case to a sample of those who are at risk at the

the National Health Insurance Service in South Korea. NHIS-Senior

time of case occurrence.15,16) Potential controls for the study were indi-

was established by stratified systematic random sampling to generate

viduals who remained in the risk set on the date of PAH occurrence for

a representative sample in 2002 and was followed up until 2013 (12

the corresponding case during the study period. Controls were

years). A representative sample cohort of 558,147 participants was

matched to cases based on age, sex, and difficulty of daily living for de-

randomly selected, comprising approximately 10% of the eligible Ko-

mentia patients. Five controls were randomly selected for each case

rean population who were 60 years and above in 2002. The dataset

from the pool of all eligible controls.

also includes information on NHIS-Senior cohort members who have
applied to LTCI, as well as their use of LTCI services, starting from

5. Control Variables

2008. The data comprises of a nationally representative random sam-

All covariate variables were based on individual and hospital-level co-
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Table 1. General characteristics of participants included for PAH (overall) after matching
Characteristic
Individual level
Sex
Male
Female
Age (y)
≤69
70–79
80–89
≥90
Difficulty of daily living
None
A little
Difficult
Very difficult
Residential region
Metropolitan
Urban
Rural
Charlson comorbidity index
0
1
2
3
4
Income
Low
Middle
High
Route of admission
Outpatient
Emergency
Others
Short memory
Normal
Slight
Severe
Long memory
Normal
Slight
Severe
Place memory
Normal
Slight
Severe
Judgement
Normal
Slight
Severe
Hospital level
Hospital type
General hospital
Hospital
Others
Organization type
Public
Corporate
Private

Total

PAH (overall)
No

Yes

1,624 (22.1)
5,728 (77.9)

1,352 (83.3)
4,769 (83.3)

272 (16.8)
959 (16.7)

177 (2.4)
2,880 (39.2)
3,664 (49.8)
631 (8.6)

147 (83.1)
2,398 (83.3)
3,052 (83.3)
524 (83.0)

30 (17.0)
482 (16.7)
612 (16.7)
107 (17.0)

619 (8.4)
1,635 (22.2)
3,152 (42.9)
1,946 (26.5)

515 (83.2)
1,361 (83.2)
2,625 (83.3)
1,620 (83.3)

104 (16.8)
274 (16.8)
527 (16.7)
326 (16.8)

965 (13.1)
1,532 (20.8)
4,855 (66.0)

783 (81.1)
1,245 (81.3)
4,093 (84.3)

182 (18.9)
287 (18.7)
762 (15.7)

2,067 (28.1)
2,945 (40.1)
1,506 (20.5)
550 (7.5)
284 (3.9)

1,801 (87.1)
2,434 (82.7)
1,227 (81.5)
434 (78.9)
225 (79.2)

266 (12.9)
511 (17.4)
279 (18.5)
116 (21.1)
59 (20.8)

2,846 (38.7)
1,477 (20.1)
3,029 (41.2)

2,301 (80.9)
1,260 (85.3)
2,560 (84.5)

545 (19.2)
217 (14.7)
469 (15.5)

1,853 (25.2)
5,272 (71.7)
227 (3.1)

1,571 (84.8)
4,375 (83.0)
175 (77.1)

282 (15.2)
897 (17.0)
52 (22.9)

485 (6.6)
3,024 (41.1)
3,843 (52.3)

399 (82.3)
2,509 (83.0)
3,213 (83.6)

86 (17.7)
515 (17.0)
630 (16.4)

776 (10.6)
3,541 (48.2)
3,035 (41.3)

649 (83.6)
2,926 (82.6)
2,546 (83.9)

127 (16.4)
615 (17.4)
489 (16.1)

1,095 (14.9)
3,277 (44.6)
2,980 (40.5)

892 (81.5)
2,723 (83.1)
2,506 (84.1)

203 (18.5)
554 (16.9)
474 (15.9)

893 (12.2)
3,142 (42.7)
3,317 (45.1)

746 (83.5)
2,604 (82.9)
2,771 (83.5)

147 (16.5)
538 (17.1)
546 (16.5)

3,363 (45.7)
1,912 (26.0)
2,077 (28.3)

2,879 (85.6)
1,644 (86.0)
1,598 (76.9)

484 (14.4)
268 (14.0)
479 (23.1)

447 (6.1)
4,270 (58.1)
2,635 (35.8)

370 (82.8)
3,528 (82.6)
2,223 (84.4)

77 (17.2)
742 (17.4)
412 (15.6)

P-value

0.995

0.999

1.000

0.004

<0.0001

<0.0001

0.008

0.652

0.379

0.129

0.754

<0.0001

0.163

(Continued on next page)
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Table 1. Continued
Characteristic
No. of doctors
≤49
50–149
150–249
250–349
≥350
Total

Total

PAH (overall)

P-value

No

Yes

4,325 (82.5)
502 (82.8)
342 (88.6)
344 (82.7)
608 (87.0)
6,121 (83.3)

920 (17.5)
104 (17.2)
44 (11.4)
72 (17.3)
91 (13.0)
1,231 (16.7)

0.002
5,245 (71.3)
606 (8.2)
386 (5.3)
416 (5.7)
699 (9.5)
7,352 (100.0)

Values are presented as number (%).
PAH, potentially avoidable hospitalization.

Table 2. Characteristics of interesting variables by each type of PAH after matching
Characteristic
Type of service (overall)
None
Facility
Home care
Total
Type of service (acute)
None
Facility
Home care
Total
Type of service (chronic)
None
Facility
Home care
Total

Total

PAH

P-value

No

Yes

2,679 (36.4)
1,443 (19.6)
3,230 (43.9)
7,352 (100.0)

2,167 (80.9)
1,193 (82.7)
2,761 (85.5)
6,121 (83.3)

512 (19.1)
250 (17.3)
469 (14.5)
1,231 (16.7)

237 (34.2)
164 (23.6)
293 (42.2)
694 (100.0)

195 (82.3)
124 (75.6)
243 (82.9)
562 (81.0)

42 (17.7)
40 (24.4)
50 (17.1)
132 (19.0)

2,467 (37.1)
1,260 (18.9)
2,930 (44.0)
6,657 (100.0)

1,994 (80.8)
1,043 (82.8)
2,506 (85.5)
5,543 (83.3)

473 (19.2)
217 (17.2)
424 (14.5)
1,114 (16.7)

<0.0001

0.132

<0.0001

Values are presented as number (%).
PAH, potentially avoidable hospitalization.

variates. Individual-level covariates included residential region, the

6. Statistical Analysis

Charlson comorbidity index (CCI), income, route of admission, short-

In this study, analyses were conducted with SAS statistical software ver.

term and long-term memory, place memory, and judgement as diag-

9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA), using conditional logistic re-

nosed by doctor. Residential regions were categorized into metropoli-

gression methods for matched case–controls studies. We calculated

tan (Seoul), urban (Daejeon, Daegu, Busan, Incheon, Kwangju, or Ul-

odds ratios (ORs) with 95 % confidence intervals (CIs) for each of the

san), and rural (otherwise). The CCI was grouped as scores of 0, 1, 2, 3,

exposure variables. All the estimated odds ratios were conditional on

and over 4. Income was distributed in deciles and categorized into

the matching factors. Differences in the covariate distribution between

three groups: low (≤3), middle (4–7) or high (8–10). Route of admission

cases and controls were evaluated using chi-square tests for categori-

type was categorized into three groups: emergency, outpatients, and

cal variables. All statistical tests were two-tailed, with the null hypothe-

others, which includes the decision of admission by doctors. Short-

sis of no difference being rejected if P<0.05.

term memory, long-term memory, place memory, and judgement
were categorized into three groups: normal, slight, and severe. As a
hospital-level variable, hospital type was categorized into three

RESULTS

groups: general hospital, hospital, and others including clinics. The or-

Out of the 7,352 eligible LTCI beneficiary patients, there were 1,231

ganization types were categorized into three groups: public, corporate,

cases (16.7%) with a diagnosis of overall PAH. Approximately 39.2 % of

and private. Number of doctors was categorized into five groups: ≤49,

those were aged 70–79 years, 49.8 % were aged 49.8 years, and 8.6%

50–149, 150–249, 250–349, and ≥350.

were aged 90 years or over at the index date. Of the total participants,
77.9% (n=5,728) were female (Table 1).
Table 2 shows the general characteristics by specific PAH from inci-
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Table 3. Adjusted effect of all variable on PAH (overall)
Variable
Type of service
None
Facility
Home care
Individual level
Residential region
Metropolitan
Urban
Rural
Charlson comorbidity index
0
1
2
3
4
Income
Low
Middle
High
Route of admission
Outpatient
Emergency
Others
Short-term memory
Normal
Slight
Severe
Long-term memory
Normal
Slight
Severe
Place memory
Normal
Slight
Severe
Judgement
Normal
Slight
Severe
Hospital level
Hospital type
General hospital
Hospital
Others
Organization type
Public
Corporate
Private
No. of doctor
≤49
50–149
150–249
250–349
≥350

Table 4. Adjusted effect of type of service for type of PAH
PAH (overall)
1.336 (1.159–1.540)
1.191 (1.000–1.420)
1.000

1.425 (1.179–1.723)
1.258 (1.076–1.471)
1.000
1.000
1.409 (1.196–1.660)
1.532 (1.269–1.849)
1.753 (1.363–2.255)
1.843 (1.336–2.542)
1.288 (1.119–1.484)
0.975 (0.816–1.166)
1.000

Variable
Type of service (acute)
None
Facility
Home care
Type of service (chronic)
None
Facility
Home care

PAH
1.299 (0.791–2.132)
2.046 (1.170–3.578)
1.000
1.280 (1.103–1.485)
1.182 (0.979–1.427)
1.000

Values are presented as odds ratio (95% confidence interval). Bold type is con
sidered statistically significant.
PAH, potentially avoidable hospitalization.

dence density sampling. In the overall and chronic PAH cases, those
who did not receive any service exhibited high rates (19.1% and 19.2%,
respectively). In acute PAH cases, those who did receive institutional
care exhibited had high rates of acute PAH (24.4%) (Table 2).
Table 3 presents the results of the conditional logistic regression for
overall PAH. Increased risks of PAH were associated with metropolitan

1.000
0.896 (0.754–1.064)
1.107 (0.765–1.602)

areas, those with complex diseases, low income, poor judgement abil-

1.000
0.872 (0.619–1.227)
0.878 (0.602–1.282)

plex diseases, high income, normal judgement ability, those admitted

1.000
1.249 (0.910–1.715)
1.158 (0.804–1.669)

ity, those who were admitted to small hospitals, and those admitted to
public hospitals compared to those in rural areas, those with no comto general hospitals and those admitted to private hospitals, respectively. In terms of risk of PAH by type of LTCI services received, the OR
of those who did not receive any services were 1.336 time higher (95%
CI, 1.159–1.540) when it came to the risk of overall PAH compared to
those who received home care (Table 3).
Table 4 shows the effect of the type of LTCI services for each acute

1.000
0.656 (0.495–0.869)
0.552 (0.390–0.782)

and chronic PAH, respectively. The OR of those who did receive insti-

1.000
1.422 (1.026–1.973)
1.613 (1.094–2.377)

chronic PAH, the OR of those who did not receive any services were

1.000
1.118 (0.899–1.390)
2.090 (1.694–2.579)

DISCUSSION

1.458 (1.090–1.951)
1.449 (1.244–1.689)
1.000

tutional care were 2.046 time higher (95% CI, 1.170–3.578) for risk of
acute PAH compared to those who received home care. For risk of
1.280 time higher (95% CI, 1.103–1.485) compared to those who received home care (Table 4).

To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine risk of PAH incidents for LTCI service beneficiaries with dementia by analyzing the
2002–2013 database of the large representative and longitudinal national cohort sample in Korea. The major findings of our study are as
follows: Although our results assume that utilization of services by the

1.237 (0.918–1.667)
1.466 (1.067–2.015)
0.846 (0.573–1.249)
1.415 (1.006–1.992)
1.000

Values are presented as odds ratio (95% confidence interval).
PAH, potentially avoidable hospitalization.

LTCI beneficiaries puts older adults in a situation where the risk of
PAH are reduced compared to those not using the LTCI services, it is
recommended that LTCI beneficiaries with dementia continue homecare as long as possible to prevent the risk of PAH. In addition, our results also showed that older adults being at a higher risk of developing
conditions associated with acute PAH result from institutional care
rather than home-care.
There may be several potential mechanisms in terms of the risk of
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PAH incidence according to LTCI services; first, home care can prevent
17)

a decline in the physical state of older adults

that results were biased by reverse causality cannot be ruled out.27)

because those with a

Second, in this study, PAHs were identified by conditions considered

decline in physical state appear particularly vulnerable to PAH for con-

to be potentially preventable. However, not all hospitalizations identi-

18)

Second, because LTCI pro-

fied by diagnoses are avoidable for everyone or in all circumstances.

grams were not originally designed to provide the clinical support that

This is because diagnoses alone by ICD-code cannot account for the

can prevent some hospitalizations in institutional care settings, physi-

severity of disease or the many other factors that may contribute to the

cians are generally not on-site and the majority of care is provided by

decision to hospitalize. Although we attempted to control for severity

nurses and personal support workers. In addition, since LTCI benefi-

through CCI, decisions to hospitalize should be made based on clini-

ciaries are probably more medically unstable and tend to have exten-

cal judgment and complete information about patients’ clinical condi-

sive multiple chronic conditions, making their cases clinically com-

tion. Therefore, without additional clinical information, administrative

plex, most institutional care which is of a for-profit nature may provide

claim data used can only partially distinguish between PAHs and other

a lower quality of care to reduce costs and generate profit maximiza-

hospitalizations.

ditions that are typically manageable.

tion.19) Finally, institutionalized individuals are often under closer ob-

In conclusion, to our knowledge this study is the first of its kind to

servation by trained professionals or nurses and hospital transfers can

identify the difference in risks of PAH incidence by type of LTCI servic-

be arranged more frequently for them compared to those in home-

es among the elderly population in Korea. The results showed that

care or those who do not receive any LTCI service. Previous studies

risks of PAH incidence were more likely to happen with beneficiaries

showed that a higher frequency of physician visits and hospital care

who do not receive any LTCI services other than home-care. There-

for chronically ill patients was associated with worse outcomes that are

fore, both policy makers and LTCI service providers will require sub-

avoidable, suggesting that overuse of services was leading to harm,

stantial efforts to improve the quality of care that may prevent PAH in-

possibly because greater use of hospital and specialist care exposes the

cidents among older adults.

population to greater risk of complications.20,21) Ideally, the overall
goals of LTCI services should focus on delaying deterioration in cognition and physical function and managing behavioral symptoms effectively. However, a decrease in PAH risk for LTCI beneficiaries contin-
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